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My Twin Flame Journey 

 

Peace Babes. This week has been filled to the brim w/challenges. However, my commitment to 

remaining in unconditional love & illuminating light no matter what is literally my secret sauce 

these days. 

 

Monday, I created this particular post 3 times. Each time, my computer majically erased my words. 1 

day I actually saw Great Brittan on the boarder of some encrypted message that kind of took over my 

screen. Then the screen went black. I could blame Mercury Retograde. I could blame the spies. Or I 

can walk with my Angels and realize I was over processing information. I gave myself permission to 

walk away and take a break. Now I feel much better. 

 

Yes, i am currently annoyed beyond measure w/technology. However, the experince gave me the 

chance 2 breathe & begin anew. 

 

My original message was about how healing it feels to peruse a genuine bond w/my Twin Flame/King. 

I'm no longer distracted by the illusion that he & I are across the county from one another. Lately, we 

have been finding countless things to chat about. Our son is thriving from the healing energy his 

parents are exusding. Oddly enough, this energy also happens to be my daughter's vitality. 

 

I am uber comfortable with accepting people as they are. I'm ready for love, yet I'm in no rush. A few 

days ago, I was coming from a place of neutrality. Then jealous energy from others made an 

appearance. Now I'm breathing deep to meditate. As I shake this shit off. 

As living souls, enjoying the human experince, we must respect eachother on all levels. We all need 

space. We all deserve to grow. I've noticed, society forces women to make peace with men moving on. 

However, when the man notices the woman moving on, jealousy, insecurity & anger appear. I believe 

this is a result of our collective fear of abandonment.  

 

 

 



Men seem to be on the hunt for pussy just to score a prey. It's a no strings attached reality that results in stuck Kundalini
energy, expressed via sex, that circulates any and all fear, shame & guilt buried within the lower 3 chakras of whomever's
sexin. Eventually, babies are created and born into the same curse. This is how we keep one another trapped energetically,
while soothing ourselves with our numbing connection to love. Often via emotion-less sex.  
 
I've explored this. It's not for me. Therefore, I am on the hunt for my actual cosmic soul love twin. We tend to fear what we
don't comprehend. Therefore, I can see why my King is a bit on edge. I've always found jealous behavior cute. Especially from
my King, cuz he's been so detatched from his emotions & feelings pretty much our whole 11 yrs. It's like he been too cool to
feel. His emotional responses to me inform me I'm not just any girl, in his eyes. 
 
Instead of feed into that drama, I speak my truth w/words drippin w/honey. Men usually ignore my message. Causing me to
want to ignore them. That's only because my feelings were hurt. These days, I send unconditional love & illuminating light as I
journey forward. I talk to my angels more often than I talk to actual humans beings anyhow.  
 
As a Lightworker, it has been rough for me to keep my guidance to myself. Which can result in me being stand off-ish. I'm
workin to heal that.Here's a dope YouTube video to assist anyone on the same quest: 
http://bit.ly/2vdJfrB 
 
 
Speakin about all we've learned about life this far is how my King & I have been able to maintain our peace. As a parent, it
feels dope to be aware of my personal power and use it for good. How are you all gettin along w/your BD/BM (baby
daddy/baby momma)? Comment below and let a Godis know.  
 
Are you enjoying the content? Beautiful. Feel free to donate. My Trube and I thank you in advance  
 


